Abstract-The format of space data used in Geographic Information System (GIS) is different currently, therefore, exchange the GIS data among different GIS applications is not very convenient. In order to solve the problems, we take three methods. Firstly, the storage format of the shape document series (*shp, *shx and *dbf) is analyzed. Secondly, we study the technologies and methods of changing the shape document into XML file. Exchanging the format between the shape document and the XML file is realized. Thirdly, the methods of storing GIS spatial data as XML in DB2 9 are studied by using the extension function for XML in RDBMS, a data access middleware is designed and implemented to realize storing the GIS spatial data in DB2 9 as XML. Finally, the method of storing the GIS special data as an ordinary table in the RDBMS is introduced, managing the shape document in relational database is implemented and the correlated map display process is also studied, at the same time, the method to improve the speed of access the GIS spatial data is introduced. The study shows that the technologies and methods are of great significance to some GIS applications
I. INTRODUCTION
Geographic information system (GIS) takes the map spatial databases as a foundation. it uses the geography model analysis method and supplies many kinds of spatial and the dynamic geography information at the runtime. The database management system (DBMS) used in saving, managing and inquiring the non-spatial data, which has some basic statistical analysis function as well, is one of essential important components used in modern GIS applications. It has important components related with data manipulation functions in GIS [1] [2] [3] , and its precision measuring has supplied the accurately control information for GIS.
The geography information with both spatial characteristic and the attribute property has a long development phase; therefore, its data quantity is becoming very larger. After certain synthesis, the small nation 1:4,000,000 land utilization data is about 2.8 M in ARC/INFO Coverage form. Along with the global observation plan's unceasing development, we may obtain over ten thousand hundred million about the earth resource and the environment characteristic data every day. The newest GIS technology preserves all spatial data and the attribute data in the largescale spatial databases, such as DB2 Spatial Extender, Oracle Spatial and so on, But the spatial databases system needs high-performance computers and the special middle wares (for example, ArcSDE) to access the special data. At the same time, storing the spatial data and the attribute data separately in the middle and small scale GIS application is very appropriately. The result of this kind of mode of administration causes many limits in the usability and the data integrity, in addition, the uniformity cannot be guaranteed, the GIS openness and the interoperability are limited, data sharing and the parallel processing also cannot be guaranteed. And the inquiry speed is slow and so on.
This article attempts to store both the spatial data and the attribute data in XML or the relational database by using the middleware or not, the Shapefile has the vector form according to the geography spatial data provided by ESRI, each map layer is composed of at least three files which are *.shp, *.dbf and the *.shx documents storing the space, attribute and the relation of space and attribute. It is also the quite general kind of data format in GIS [4] [5] , by analyzing to the Shape file, the corresponding data structure in XML file or the relational database table is established, then the spatial data and the attribute data is stored in XML file or the relational database. The methods of storing the GIS special data as an ordinary table in the RDBMS are introduced, managing the Shape files in relational database, and it is also implemented. The correlated map display process is also studied. It can solve the data integrity, the uniformity, as well as the map data effectively sharing and so on. Reading the map data and demonstration of the map from the database is easy to realize also.
II. SHAPE DOCUMENT STORAGE FORMAT ANALYSIS
In this section, we briefly describe and analyze the storage format of the shape document series (*.shp, *.shx and *.dbf).
Shapefile stores no topological geometry and attribute information for the spatial features in a data set. The geometry for a feature is stored as a shape comprised by a set of vector coordinates.
Shapefile can support point, line, and area features. Area features are represented as closed loop, doubledigitized polygons. Attributes are held in a dBASE format file. Each attribute record has a one-to-one relationship with the associated shape record.
An ESRI shapefile consists of a main file (.shp), an index file (.shx), and a dBASE table (.dbf). The main file is a direct access, variable-record-length file in which each record describes a shape with a list of its vertices. In the index file, each record contains the offset of the corresponding main file record from the beginning of the main file. The dBASE table contains feature attributes with one record per feature. The one-to-one relationship between geometry and attributes is based on record number. Attribute records in the dBase file must be in the same order as records in the main file [4] .
A. Description of the structure in *.shp files
The main file (*.shp) contains a file header which has a fixed-length, after the file header there are variable-length of records. Each variable-length of record is made up of a fixed-length of record header followed by variable-length of record contents. Table 1 illustrates the structure of the main file (*.shp).
*.shp file used to store spatial data, the record information of spatial coordinates has two parts (as shown in Table 1 ), one is the file header, and the other is the record entities. The 100 bytes which are at the beginning of this kind of file is the header of this file, followed by the content according to different types of shape. Table 2 shows the fields in the file header with their byte position, value, type, and byte order et al, the value of the position is the offset from the start of the file.
The value of the file length is the total length of the file in 16-bit words (including the fifty 16-bit words that make up the header). There are total of nine integer-types and eight double-types of data. The main body of the document which is made up of record header and record contents is just after 100 bytes of the file header, which is shown in Table 1 . Record header with a fixed length of 8 bytes contains the number of stored records and the length of the content.
B. Description of the structure in property files
The property file (.dbf) contains any desired feature attributes or the keys which other tables can be connected with. It is a standard DBF file used by many table-based applications, and it is made up of two parts which are file header and entity information. The length of the file header is not fixed, it mainly gives some overall explanations to the DBF document, and the most important function is to provide the document record information in detail about this DBF file. For instance, it has the concrete explanations about the name, data type and the length of each record. The entity information part is made up of many attribute records, each record contains several record items, and therefore, it is possible to read or save each record only by using standard methods which are used in database.
C. Description of the structure in index files
The index file (.shx) contains a 100-byte header followed by 8-byte, fixed-length records. It (.shx) mainly contains the index information according to the coordinate document (.shp). The I'th record in the index file stores the offset and content length for the I'th record in the main file. It is very conveniently to locate the coordinate information in the coordinate document through the index file. The index file is also made up of two parts, one is the file header, and the other is the record entities. The length the file header is a fixed (100 bytes) record section, its content is similar to coordinate document. Its entity information takes record as the fundamental unit, each record including the displacement quantity (offset) and the record content length. Table 3 shows the fields in the file header with their byte position, value, type, and byte order. In the table, position is the offset from the start of the index file record.
III. THE MECHANISM OF STORING SPATIAL DATA IN XML
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a set of rules for encoding documents in machine-readable form. It is defined in the XML 1.0 Specification produced by the W3C, and several other related specifications, all gratis open standards. XML's design goals emphasize simplicity, generality, and usability over the Internet. It is a textual data format, with strong support via Unicode for the languages of the world. Although XML's design focuses on documents, it is widely used for the representation of arbitrary data structures, for example in web services. There are many programming interfaces that software developers may use to access XML data, and several schema systems designed to aid in the definition of XMLbased languages [6] .
As an example, we use the geometric shape type of PloyLine to describe how the GIS spatial data is stored in XML file. The principle is showed as Figure 1 . The realization in java programming is displayed in Figure 2 . It basically has two key techniques, one is the mapping between the geometric data in shape file and the JavaBean object, The other is how to convert JavaBean object encapsulating the geometric data to XML format files containing the spatial data. 
A. The principle of transformation from GIS spatial data to XML
Converting the series of shape format spatial data to XML file can follow the following main steps: 1) According to the storage structure of spatial data in shape file, an XML Schema should be written [7] .
2) Create several JavaBeans having the structures of layers from shape file, read all the spatial data from the shape file and encapsulate it in the JavaBeans created before.
3) By using JAXB, it is very convenient to generate XML document object from JavaBeans, then we can use the XML Schema documents to verify the XML document.
Because the XML has the characters of customizability and expansibility, it can store various types of data [8] . By programming, all the geometric data in different layers of the *.shp file can be stored in the xml file according to the XML tags hierarchical data structure, it also can be converted among different GIS data format [9] .
B. The realization of saving GIS spatial data as XML
As an example, the following code describes the realization for the PloyLine spatial data type, the meaning of each field can be found in [4] . The following XML code is a piece of the PloyLine spatial data having been converted into XML format, the meaning of each field can also be found in [4] .
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?> <shapeFile> <position>0</position> <shapeFileName>ceter.shp</shapeFileName> <File_Code>9994</File_Code> 
A. Middleware technology
Middleware is a computer software that connects software components or applications. The software consists of a set of services that allows multiple processes running on one or more machines to interact. This technology evolved to provide for interoperability in support of the move to coherent distributed architectures, which are most often used to support and simplify complex distributed applications. It includes web servers, application servers, and similar tools that support application development and delivery. Middleware is especially integral to modern information technology based on XML, SOAP, Web services, and service-oriented architecture. Middleware sits "in the middle" between application softwares that may be working on different operating systems. It is similar to the middle layer of a three-tier single system architecture, except that it is stretched across multiple systems or applications. Examples include EAI software, telecommunications software, transaction monitors, and messaging-and-queueing software [10] .
B. The basic ideas
The applications of GIS have gradually transferred to the field of distributed management system, therefore, there are some problems which are difficult to resolve for spatial data files management mode such as data sharing and network communication, the concurrent control and data safety restore mechanisms and so on [11] . With the development of the geographic information system, it requires the database system not only being able to store attribute data, but also the space data, moreover, management of GIS spatial data is one of the core task for GIS system. The relational database technologies is increasing perfectly, its applications are becoming popular. Today most GIS software are integrated with the structure of spatial database technology, spatial data and attribute data are both stored in relational database, it can make them tightly integrated, and it can also make full use of the functions of analysis and treatment of massive data in RDBMS.
Using the relational database management system (RDBMS, this article uses the XML mechanism provided by IBM DB2) to manage the spatial data, the primary problem is how to create an interface between the spatial data in the relational database and the data in the application procedure, its primary missions are: 1) Use the relational database management system to store and manage the spatial data.
2) Read the spatial data from the database, and transforms it into the form which the GIS application procedure can receive and use.
3) Import the GIS application procedure's data into the database saving it as spatial data and make the relational database manage it. Therefore, we have designed an accessing middleware of relational database for the spatial data, as shown in Figure 3 , a spatial data engine middleware is created to connect the GIS application procedure and the relational database.
In the data accessing middleware, the spatial data can be saved as the Shape file, XML, or it can be saved as a part of the relational database. It is the responsibility of the middleware to automatically transfer the spatial data document saved as shape file to XML format, then save the XML spatial data document into the RDBMS, there is a distinct table in the RDBMS for a single XML document correspondingly. The GIS applications can deposit and withdraw the spatial data as shape form document directly from the middleware, or it can use the spatial data document saved as XML. Simultaneously, it supports completely access the spatial data from DB2 directly. Data access middleware can be expanded with the functions of manipulating the spatial data based on the XML technology in RDBMS. It can integrate the spatial data and other data in commercial RDBMS simultaneously. Its access mode is as follows: 1) User can download the shape files directly through the middleware interface via TCP/IP protocol.
2) As for XML documents, the client application sends a request through the middleware interface, it is the responsibility of the middleware to convert the XML to a series of Java classes and create the instances of these java classes, finally it sends the results to the client application.
3) As for the spatial data stored in an RDBMS, it is also the responsibility of the middleware to deal with the requests data and encapsulate it into the object hierarchy, the search results are sent to user application through the Internet. The data access middleware described above is open model which supports the latest standard (XPath, XQuery, and SQL), and provides fast, multi-users access to data and the open application development environment.
After integrating the spatial data management function in RDBMS, the data accessing middleware model can provide high efficiency database service for the spatial and non-spatial data. The data accessing middleware model has the very strong extension properties, its superiorities lie in: 1) Provide the different spatial data service for the different customers application demands [12] .
2) Stretch across any isomorphic or the heterogeneous networks by using TCP/IP.
3) It can use the spatial data as xml files, shape files or ordinary database table.
4) Provide continual and seamless methods to deal with geography spatial data. 5) Provide the public spatial data visits in the internet. We can see from the advantages described above that different applications can use different format of the spatial data, the quantity and organization mode of the application services can be adjusted according to the size of the business, and it is convenient to realize dynamic data storage and management in different client applications.
V. THE MECHANISM OF STORING SPATIAL DATA IN RDBMS
Because the attribute data is in itself stored as database form, therefore saving it to the relational database is relatively simple. This article uses IBM DB2 to realize the storing of attribute data, we only need to establish the corresponding table structure and read the data out from the file of *.dbf, then write it in DB2 to the corresponding data sheet. The spatial data has not only a lot of types, but also, on the other hand, the length of the some attributes data (for example polygon and so on), is variable, thereby, establishing the corresponding table structure is very difficult. Generally it has the following methods:
1) Establishes the data sheet with multi-fields, stores each spot coordinate of spatial data in database one by one.
2) Uses the data association technology, preserves the data type in the main table, but saves the data series of the corresponding structure in the subtabulation, the two tables are connected through the keywords [13] .
The first method needs to establish enough field structures, the waste can't be avoided if there are not abundant points. On the other hand, as a result of relational database's own limit, each table's biggest field quantity will also cause the corresponding limit, thus cannot save objects containing many points. The second method needs to utilize the database connection operation, moreover, we need to establish a subtabulation for each object even it only has one spot, the demand quantity of such subtabulation is very large and it is unfavorable to the data management. Therefore the user should select different methods according to the different application situation. This paper uses the second method to realize storing the GIS spatial data in the relational database.
A. The realization of storing spatial data in RDBMS
This paper attempts to store each spatial geometric object of the shape document to IBM DB2 as space geometry type object, Figure 4 shows the principal of the method, creates the relationship between the spatial data and the attribute data through the primary key and foreign key, establishes corresponding layers description information table according to each layers data type, and the attribute data part is completely consistent with the dbf document.
In this paper we have established the following table structure in IBM DB2 (as shown in Figure 5 ) to store the shape document, the GIS data is stored in the following four tables: LAYERS (layer information description table), SPATIAL REF SYS (spatial indexing system table) , Geometry Storage Table (spatial information table) and  FEATURE Table ( Layer information description table is mainly used to store header information of the *.shp file, there are related fields correspond with the *.shp file header (in addition to reservations fields). If necessary, information can be extended in layer information description table to meet the needs of different types of spatial data files, in accordance with the requirements, this article expands a number of fields (such as COORD DIMENSION, coordinate dimension) to meet the actual application environment.
Attribute list mainly stores the property data of the *.dbf file, by using the corresponding pointer of the spatial information data and the corresponding offset. We can locate the space data information records corresponding to the attribute data by offset field. In some ways, it has played a role as index file at the same time, layer information description table can contact with the property table  through the table TABLE NAME. Spatial information table is mainly used to store space geometric data entities of the *.shp file, each shape (such as point, line and plane) object makes up of a shape table, each spatial objects in the table is stored as IBM DB2 Spatial Extender geometry type, the spatial type field is ST Geometry, because the design of the data table structure retains all information in the shape file and it can be well integrated between the spatial data table and attribute data table through the associated property, thereby it is possible to use space data regardless of the spatial data file, it is enough for us to simply read corresponding information from the relational database, so as to solve the problem of data consistency and integrity issues.
Spatial indexing system table stores the coordinates used mainly for internal conversion, which is based on the actual application requirements for different types of GIS data requiring mutual conversion and integration in some special situation.
The design of table structure mentioned above has a strong flexibility, for example, the layer information description table has a STORAGE TYPE field. By using the different values of this field, we can store information data in the database in different types, such as standardization of spatial data storage scheme, binary data of spatial data storage scheme and so on. This design also enhanced the possibility to meet the needs of different users of different applications.
We try to save Shanghai urban area map in accordance with this method to the IBM DB2 database. Using JDBC data access technology, we successful implement the data storage, reading and map display, and we can access the spatial data from the IBM DB2 database through remote network.
B. Improve the access speed of GIS spatial entity data
In order to improve data access speed of GIS spatial entity, an effective method is to compress the spatial data itself and reduce the scale of spatial entity data. GIS data source contains two parts which are spatial data and attribute data. Spatial data plays an important role in GIS applications. In fact, the entire GIS systems are focusing on spatial datas collection, processing, storage, analysis, and display. Based on a different storage format, spatial data can be divided into two types of Raster format and vector format. Accordingly, map data compression techniques can also be divided into raster data compression and vector types of data compression. In this paper, we use vector data type, so we focus on the vector map data compression method.
Traditional storage scheme uses file to store GIS space entity data. Due to the data is stored in user's computer, the access speed is quick. If GIS space entity data is stored in relational database, although it has brought all sorts of advantages for the practical application, when users need to use the GIS space entity data they must download data through the network, meanwhile, when the massive users access the GIS spatial entity data saved in relational database simultaneously, it will bring the slow response speed for the users.
In this paper, we utilize the map data compression (CBC) method which contains a dictionary structure and a dynamic matching clustering approach based on a given data set, so as to minimize the errors when the map data is compressed and displayed. An actual data set was used in an experiment, and the results indicate that the dictionary data compression approach based on the clustering can get better compression effect. Compression algorithm steps are as follows. Firstly, the vectors of a straight line or polygon in the original map were pointed out. Secondly, the coordinates of the vector were changed into a series of differential vectors described as point ∆ i,j (X i − X i−1 − Y i−1 ); and then we compress the differential vector coding and use cluster method (K-mean cluster) to definite dictionary according to the capacity of the differential vector data structure. Again, the original data according to dictionary was coded and the compression data were obtained. Finally, the compressed data are decoded and the error analysis computation was carried out [14] .
To further accelerate the speed for visitors, this article uses the C/S structure, and the server executes all spatial data search and retrieval, and gives the result to the client. In order to fully use the resources in both the server and the client side, some operations which consume much CPU and memory, like buffer computation, polygon cover, should work in client side, besides, there are following technologies to realize fast access [15] [16] .
In this article the spatial data is stored in the database working in backstage, because time visiting database is numerous, if we create a connection in each time when we visit the database and close it after using it, establishing and shutting down the connections frequently can reduce performance. Therefore, by using of database connection pool technology which only needs to set up a database connection one time and can be shared for the requests of different applications, it can greatly reduce the frequency of access to the data, so as to improve the system performance. The core of the database connection pool is a cache of connection between JDBC and the background database, the purpose is to reduce the number of connections, that is, at the beginning of the system, or it is the first time to use the database, the system sets up the database connection. When the connection operation is completed, the thread does not immediately withdraw it, but turns it into a kind of hibernation. When there is new operation to perform, it is waken up. If the thread is in hibernation state for more than a certain time, it will be automatically closed. This approach could greatly reduce the processing time for the database and will help to improve system performance.
At present, the improvement in network condition always can not catch up with the data quantity growth, therefore, it is necessary to adopt some data compression method to reduce data quantity which the network should transmit. In view of the GIS application's characteristic, if it can satisfy the required accuracy of the application, the following compression methods can be used to some level's vector map data, mapping double or float coordinate into integer coordinate. It is possible to record only two pair double data which is the beginning point coordinate and the end point coordinate for each segmental arc (Including polygon and Linear features), we can use the divide equally sampling law to store the selected middle coordinate, user can also use interpolation compensation method to get the whole object.
VI. CONCLUSION
The storage format of the shape document series (*shp, *shx and *dbf) is analyzed, and the methods of storing shape file in xml file or in RDBMS as a XML file are realized. The database table structure in IBM DB2 is also designed to save and manage spatial data as ordinary table, so as we can store the spatial data according to IBM DB2 Spatial Extender spatial geometry type ST Geometry. It has not only retained all spatial information, but also guaranteed the spatial data and the attribute datas uniformity on any condition. All data are preserved in the relational database, so it may realize GIS applications by visiting technology of the network. Using the method provided in this article, it is possible to preserve the shape document or other electronic map document in one kind of relational database.
